
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _______________ it in my own way.1. (give)have to give

____________________________________________ him?2.
(what motive/any one/could/deceive/?)

What motive could any one have to deceive

A fellow _________________________ up his cousin, does he?3.
(not/praise)

doesn't have to praise

No time _________________ in preparations.4. (past/passive/lose)had to be lost

It ____________ in the other.5. (be)has to be

Why, you ____________________ to join it.6. (not/ask)don't have to ask

It did seem good to again be where we _________________________ on
our own resources, of stealing, for what we wanted to eat.
7.

(past/not/depend)
did not have to depend

_________________________ my wife to go about the whole summer
with her nose swollen up as large as an apple?
8.

(I/shall/suffer/?)
Shall I have to suffer

He ___________________________ how the life died suddenly out of a
voice that had been tender and eloquent.
9.

(not/remember)
doesn't have to remember

I _____________________ that ambition entirely.10. (would/give up)'d have to give up

If he's like that all the time I'm glad I _____________________ in the
same house.
11.

(not/live)
don't have to live

Well, you _______________ your eye.12. (mind)have to mind

You ______________________ about your purse.13. (not/worry)don't have to worry

He ______________________ any time at all before some one came
along.
14.

(past/not/wait)
didn't have to wait

Ney was fortunate in that he ___________________ long years as a
non-commissioned officer with no obvious future before him.
15.

(past/not/spend)

had not to spend
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They first _________________ the mountain side.16. (past/descend)had to descend

________________________________ in town where all those things
are scarce, and costly, and days old, and wilted, when he can go to the
country and have them fresh and abundant from the garden-of his neighbor?

17.

(why/any one/must/stay/?)

Why must any one have to stay

But we _____________________ any longer, Mr. Coburn.18. (not/play)don't have to play

Herbert and the sailor __________________ long for a place in which to
pass the night.
19.

(past/not/look)
had not to look

_______________________________________________, talking to my
father and meeting acquaintances every day?
20.

(what moral torture/she/would/undergo/?)

What moral torture would she have to undergo
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